
 

SKILLS

 

REASONS TO CHOOSE PANEDA: 

§ Paneda has the most tested system on the market and are 

compliant to the highest requirement specified by standards 

and authorities.

§ Paneda offers complete systems as turn-key, training and 

installation included. 

§ Paneda has its own development center and an active 

roadmap.

§ Paneda consider customers as partners, we do things 

together.

§ Paneda offers 24/7 support and supervision.

§ Paneda has a great number of reference installations and 

offers on site visits for demonstrations. 

§ Paneda has a robust financial situation with highest focus on 

development.

§ Paneda provides innovative and state-of-the art technology

AWARDS

Paneda has been awarded a number of times for its innovative 

technology and fast growing development.

2016 Paneda was nominated by NHO, (The Confederation of 

Norwegian Enterprise) as one of three most innovative companies in 

Norway.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Paneda NORWAY: 

+47 06741 info@paneda.no 

Paneda SWEDEN:

 +46 13150054 info@paneda.se

PANEDA SERVICE TEAM

The Paneda service team with experienced technicians 

handles installations, service and maintenance.

EXPERIENCED

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Paneda with its development center has long experience 

of developing both hardware and software providing 

state-of-the-art technology. 

24-7 OPERATION CENTRE

Connect your Paneda system to the 24/7 monitoring 

center And relax, the Paneda technicians are 

monitoring and controlling your system, 7 days a 

week, 365 days per year. In most cases actions can 

be taken before any service are affected.

 

www.paneda.no
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

VISION
”Deliver digital services through application of innovative 

 and cost efficient technology” 

The Paneda group is active in the area of Digital 

Radio (DAB+) and with the most experienced staff 

we develop DAB related products for professional 

applications. 

The head office Is located in Selje Norway and 

handles the Norwegian market with sales, support 

and installation of tunnel systems. Paneda is the 

world leading company for radio systems in tunnels 

and up-to-date equipped 140 tunnels with the 

Paneda technology. 

The development center in Sweden develop 

software and hardware used by the Paneda group. It 

will add more DAB products into the Paneda 

portfolio during the upcoming years. 

Paneda often act as system integrator and with its 

own technician team we do both project 

management and installation services. Paneda 

operates and handle maintenance of safety systems 

in a number of tunnels in Norway. 

 

 

 

BUSINESS AREAS

Paneda operates its own TV network (DVB-T2) with 166 
transmitters. The TV network is used by the Norwegian 
public broadcaster NRK as well as commercial TV 
operators. The network was built by Paneda and is fully 
owned by Paneda. The TV network is monitored and 
supervised by the Paneda 24-7 NOC.

Paneda offers a complete range of products for DAB 
multiplexing, including audio encoders, data insertion and 
management. The Paneda DAB Head-End system can be 
realized in the unique Paneda 1U hardware, featuring a 
complete system with 16ch encoder in one single unit. 
Paneda can also offering hosting services for DAB-head-end 
as installing a complete system in the Cloud or in 
customers’ existing IT environment. 

 

 

TV NETWORKS

DAB HEAD-END

WATCH us on YOUTUBE
https://goo.gl/KwTtw8

In the range of tunnel systems, Paneda offers a complete 
range of products for DAB, FM and VHF system. Paneda 
has been providing emergency systems for tunnels since 
2008 and has delivered complete systems to a great 
number of tunnels and is today the world leading 
company within the tunnel area. With its own service 
team Paneda offers turnkey solutions from project 
management to installation and maintenance as well as 
supervision and monitoring using the Paneda 24-7 NOC. 

TUNNEL SYSTEMS
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